
Not that I want to get political or anything, but several recent
observations and events have forced my hand. This month, I
will pass along some anecdotes, thoughts and tales from the

mainframe world, circa early 2005.

OUTSOURCING

The trend of shipping jobs to other countries where labor costs are
drastically lower seems to be here to stay. The mainframe environment
is no exception. I have been personally affected by this, as have many
of my friends and associates. I know of one fellow with over 25 years
of Assembler programming experience who, after losing his job to a
foreign outsourcing firm, had to take a job as a night shift janitor at his
local elementary school. He was happy to get this janitor job as he had
struggled for over a year with NO job whatsoever.

He toiled at the school for over 18 months, cleaning bathrooms and
mopping hallways in the middle of the night, earning about 25% of his
former programmer's salary, while his foreign replacements peppered
mainframe Internet help boards with the most elementary of Assembler
programming questions.

This story has a happy ending. My friend is back working for his old
employer writing Assembler (and even a little COBOL, REXX and
XML). However, he had to take a 20% pay cut to essentially get his old
job back. He's not complaining though.

ANALYSIS

During the nearly two and one-half years that my friend was out of
the mainframe programming world, how much value was added to the
code base that he and other experienced programmers used to main-
tain? My guess is nil. Sure, the immediate costs of "maintaining" the

code dropped dramatically but so what? The fact that his old employer
re-hired him is strong evidence that the less expensive (and less com-
petent) foreigners were incapable of performing the work. Or, to state
the obvious: You get what you pay for.

LACK OF TRAINING

This is becoming an increasingly expensive burden on mainframe
environments worldwide. I can speak with authority on this topic
because over the past few years, I have been out on the road teaching
basic mainframe programming and database administration to people
all over the United States. I also have a number of business associates
who specialize in training and they'll be the first to tell you that there's
not much interest in any kind of mainframe training.

Why is this lack of training becoming an expensive burden? Here are
a few reasons:

� The cost of "do-overs," re-runs and outright failures, none of
which should ever have happened in the first place.

� Lost productivity—taking hours to do something that could be
done in seconds.

� Failure to fully utilize all software that is being paid for.
� Loss of knowledge from more experienced workers.
� z/OS software has become 21st century but many mainframe

personnel are stuck in the 1980s.

Here is a simple, straightforward question that I hope someone can
answer: If an entity is going to "get off the mainframe" and has been
stating this repeatedly since around 1992, at what point will they finally
make good on this promise?

Frankly, if an entity can put the legacy mainframe environment in
their rear-view mirror, they can and should. But if they can't? They
should just shut up and adjust to their own computing realities. It is
these types of installations—the ones that have been "getting off the
mainframe" for about 15 years now—that are MOST in need of some
form of training.

Evidently, the attitude of management at these types of installations
is that "nothing has changed on the mainframe since 1980 so why
spend money training anyone?"

ANALYSIS

This "why train anyone" attitude results in things like:
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� S822 abends due to lack of systems programmer knowledge
about the IEALIMIT and IEFUSI exits.

� Abysmal SMS management class (MGMTCLAS)
configurations that eat the CPU alive, particularly at dataset
allocation time.

� People (primarily newly-minted "systems programmers")
sending me emails asking questions that are stunning in their
lack of comprehension.

� JCL analysts telling me that I "can't use 3rd-party software in
production JCL" when all I am using are IF/ENDIF condition
checking statements in my JCL.

Yes, all of these and many more are actual things that I have seen
recently. IBM has done a good job of making something like z/OS
reasonably easy to install and maintain. But always taking the
defaults, never attempting to understand the enhancements and
allowing easily correctable conditions to fester looks like the future
of the mainframe at many businesses, governments and other users
of mainframe technology.

At a minimum, the system-level technicians should be trained and
shown the many alternative techniques that are available to them. I can
state it clearly as: If something continually causes a problem, it is a
near certainty that there is a solution.

You just have to know (be trained in) how to locate the solution.

FROM THE NOVEMBER 2004 ELECTION SEASON

I said I wasn't going to get political, but I can't help it with this choice
anecdote. To me, this tale says a lot about the double-speak, FUD and
whipping boy nature of the mainframe environment (or the perception
thereof) in today's world.

I live in Illinois, in the county of DuPage, one of the 10 most afflu-
ent counties in the entire United States. It has a population of around
one million people and is situated just west of the mighty city of
Chicago (which is located in infamous Cook County).

Like many areas of the U.S., housing values in DuPage County are
in somewhat of a bubble state with assessed valuations far outstripping
inflation. This would normally be a good thing except that in Illinois,
local property taxes are pegged to the "assessed valuation" of the real
estate you own.

To make a long story short, the powers that be in Cook County
Illinois got a law passed in the Illinois state legislature that had an
optional (by county) 7% annual assessed valuation cap provision.

Since I have seen a two-year 27% increase (21% last year alone) in
my home's assessed valuation, I was in touch with my local DuPage
County Board member (a woman named Debra Olson) trying to find
out how DuPage County was going to vote on this 7% cap provision of
this Senate Bill ("SB").

I heard nothing back from Debra, even after a round of email, phone
mail and snail mail contacts.

About 10 days before the November 2nd, 2004 elections, on a nice
fall Saturday afternoon, guess who rings my doorbell?

Deb Olson.
When I asked her where she stood on the assessment cap provision

of Senate Bill 2112, she clearly stated that she was opposed to it, as was
the rest of the County Board.

We began a minor argument, shifting this way and that and eventually,
started talking about the inefficiencies of state (Illinois) government.

"They still use a MAINFRAME, for Pete's sake," says Deb "Can you
believe it?"

"So does DuPage County," I replied.
She didn't like that I called her on that but it was and still is 100%

accurate. She got a bit red in the face because there was no politically
savvy dodge from her spoken gaffe, meant to impugn and deride the
state government for using a (hold you nose here): Mainframe, when
her very self-same county government also uses a mainframe.

After a few more terse words, she left. She has been very good about
answering my emails ever since.

ANALYSIS

If someone, whether in business, politics, government, science or
academia wants to make someone or something else look backwards,
outdated and detached from reality, they can always drag out the
mainframe tar brush. This is an all-too-common perception in the
world today.

CONCLUSION

It's simple really. Airlines don't buy fleets of Piper Cubs because they're
"cheaper." They buy large jetliners because in the long run, they're cheaper.
Coal mines don't ship coal to power plants in semi-tractor trailers. They use
trains because in the long run, trains are cheaper.

It's called economy of scale or stated in a simple computer context:
Big companies need big computers. If a big company (or entity such as
a county government) has big computing needs, where else are they
supposed to turn?

I'll finish with a story of the time I went to a local bank branch about
an error they made in my business checking account. The branch man-
ager kept badgering me about the name of my company—Concentrated
Logic Inc.

"Do you work in IT? What kind of computers?" he pestered.
"Yes, I work with large back office operations, primarily main-

frames," I answered.
"Mainframes? Did you say mainframes?" was his incredulous, con-

descending reply. "We [Bank One] haven't used mainframes in years!"
as he gestured toward a Dell PC on his credenza.

"We use these babies exclusively," he nearly chortled.
A few moments later, when I insisted on getting on with the business

of correcting my checking account, his assistant came in (at his
request), cleared the Dell's screen, started typing and what do I see?

The VTAM solicitor screen for something called CICS.
And they "haven't used mainframes in years." Amazing!

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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